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that feedback inhibition within the

striatum could generate a population

clock in response to tonic input from the

cortex — this scenario would parallel the

model of timing in the cerebellum in which

the negative feedback of the Golgi

cells generates a time-varying neural

trajectory in response to tonic input

[18] — this cerebellar model, however,

focuses primarily on subsecond timing.

Independent of the mechanisms,

the neural responses would appear to

be well represented as a population of

sequentially activated neurons— forming,

in essence, a series of temporal basis

functions. It is not yet clear, however,

if the population response is indeed best

explained as a sequence of active

neurons, each with a single temporal

response field. First, on closer analyses

it may prove to be the case that some

neurons exhibit multi-peaked ‘time fields’.

Second, 32% of the neurons did not

maintain their ordinal position over the

different intervals, leaving open the

possibility that relative and absolute

temporal codes could be multiplexed.

Additionally, it remains unclear whether

the ‘relative’ neurons would encode time

in the samemanner during a different task

or context.

Nevertheless, the new study by Mello

et al. [3] is the first to provide clear

evidence for a relative code for timing on

the seconds to minute scale. The most

fascinating question raised is how this is

accomplished. How does a population of

neurons temporally contract or dilate their

responses? At the population level we can

think of the firing pattern as a trajectory

in N-dimensional space — where

N corresponds to the number of recorded

neurons. Thus, a relative temporal code

corresponds to traveling along the same

(or similar) trajectory at different speeds.

In principle the simplest way to achieve

such a rescaling is to scale the time

constant of the neurons in circuits [19].

There is, however, little evidence that such

a mechanism is physiologically plausible.

Another possibility is that tonic inputs

or neuromodulators effectively control the

dynamics of the circuits in a manner that

scales the speed of the neural trajectory.

Because rats can robustly rescale their

motor behaviors, and humans can easily

rescale the speed with which they speak

or play a musical piece, future studies

will have to determine not only how the
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brain encodes time, but how it does so

in a flexible manner that allows for time

dilation and contraction.
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A pool of proliferating germline stem cells is essential for gamete
production in Caenorhabditis elegans. A new study applies
sophisticated live imaging to assess mitotic progression and cell
cycle control in these cells, yielding new insights into stem cell division.
Stem cells have the remarkable ability to

both self-renew and to differentiate into

specialized cell types. In adults, pools of

stem cells are crucial for maintaining
certain tissues, providing a means to

replenish cells when needed. Sustaining

a balance between self-renewal and

differentiation is critical for tissue
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Figure 1. Germline organization in C. elegans.
Germline stem cells are maintained in a proliferative state through proximity to the distal tip cell (orange)
and can be seen forming spindles (green) and actively dividing. As germ cell nuclei (blue) move away from
the DTC, they begin to express markers of early differentiation and then begin meiosis, adopting a
crescent-shaped morphology in the transition zone as they begin meiotic prophase.
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homeostasis, as uncontrolled

differentiation can deplete the stem cell

pool, potentially causing a loss of tissue

function, and excess proliferation can

lead to cancer (reviewed in [1]). Therefore,

understanding how stem cell proliferation

is controlled and regulated is an important

problem in modern cell biology.

The C. elegans germ line has emerged

as a major model for studying the balance

between stem cell differentiation and

renewal, as this lineage proliferates for the

life of the organism (reviewed in [2–5]). The

C. elegans germ line is a syncytium with

a common cytoplasmic core, but since

each nucleus is partly enclosed by a

plasma membrane and seems to behave

autonomously [6,7], they are commonly

referred to as germ ‘cells’ in the field. In

C. elegans hermaphrodites, the gonad

has two arms, each arranged as a

spatio-temporal gradient of these cells.

The distal end of each arm houses

a region known as the mitotic or

proliferative zone, where the cells are

actively dividing (Figure 1). These cells are

required for continued gamete production

in the adult so they have been termed

‘germline stem cells’ or GSCs. Cells in this

region are maintained in a proliferative

state through proximity to the distal tip

cell (DTC), a mesenchymal cell that

cradles the tip of each gonad arm and

sends pro-proliferative signals to the

germ line (reviewed in [8]). As cells

move proximally through the gonad

away from these signals, they start to

express markers of early differentiation

and then enter the meiotic program [9],

eventually generating gametes (either

sperm or oocytes, depending on the

developmental stage of the worm).

The stereotyped organization of the

C. elegans germ line in combination with

the ability for rigorous genetic analysis

has made this system a leading model for

dissecting the regulatory network that

controls the balance between stem cell

self-renewal and proliferation.

C. elegans is also an important model

system for addressing fundamental

questions related to cell division. Studies

of the early embryo have been especially

powerful and have yielded mechanistic

insights into processes such as mitotic

spindle assembly, chromosome

segregation, and checkpoint regulation

(reviewed in [10]). These studies have

been facilitated by the transparency of the
organism, which makes live imaging

straightforward [11], and by the rapid and

stereotyped divisions of the embryo. This

latter property in particular has allowed

quantitative measures of mitotic events,

generating a detailed picture of how cell

division proceeds in these cells and

enabling the development of a battery

of assays to assess the functional

consequences of molecular

perturbations.

In a study reported in this issue of

Current Biology, Gerhold et al. now

begin to bridge these two fields, using

sophisticated live imaging to study the

divisions of germline stem cells and

performing a detailed study of mitotic

progression in this population [12]. This

analysis has revealed some interesting

differences between the divisions of

GSCs and the early embryo, and has also

shed light on how changes in organismal

physiology affect stem cell division.

First, Gerhold et al. monitored mitotic

progression in the GSCs, visualizing

microtubules and chromosomes and

designing assays to measure the timing

of key stages and events [12]. In

particular, they quantified the time it

took for chromosomes to align on the

metaphase plate, the duration of

anaphase and the rate of spindle

elongation during this period, and the

rate of cyclin B degradation to assess

anaphase promoting complex (APC)

activity. Notably, the timing of these

events was different from the previously

characterized divisions of the early
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embryo — for example, GSCs had a

longer and more variable period of

congression. Moreover, regulation by the

spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) was

more stringent in GSCs compared with

the early embryo, as spindle perturbations

resulted in a more robust delay in

anaphase onset in GSCs and, unlike the

early embryo, the duration of mitosis was

significantly shortened when checkpoint

components were depleted. By these

measures, mitotic progression in GSCs

is more similar to what has been seen in

studies of mammalian cultured cells than

what has been observed in the C. elegans

early embryo.

Beyond providing a description of

mitotic events in GSCs, however, the

power of this work now resides in the

ability to ask broader questions about

how stem cell division is affected by

particular conditions or perturbations,

since C. elegans can be subjected to a

wide range of environments and stresses

and is also ideal for genetic analysis. In the

current study, Gerhold et al. addressed

two major questions [12]. First, they

assessed whether dietary changes

affected the timing of mitotic events and

they discovered that reduced nutrient

availability slowed progression through

mitosis, increasing the duration of

congression and the rate of anaphase

spindle elongation. These delays

were largely eliminated by depleting

components of the checkpoint

machinery, suggesting that dietary

restriction may reduce the fidelity of
2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved R377
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mitotic events in stem cell populations,

leading to SAC activation. Second,

the authors asked whether the

developmental stage of the organism

also affects mitotic timing. This is an

interesting question, since the germ

lines of worms undergo expansion of

the GSC pool during the larval stages

of development but then achieve

homeostasis in adults, and little is known

about whether (and if so, how) the

divisions of stem cells are affected by

this transition. Gerhold et al. report that

while the timing of mitotic events in

GSCs is similar when comparing various

developmental stages during the

expansion phase, the average duration

of congression and the rate of cyclin

degradation/APC inactivation increased

in GSCs following the transition to

homeostasis in adults. Therefore, there

are key differences in cell cycle

progression of GSCs depending on the

developmental state of the germ line,

suggesting that particular mitotic events

are either less efficient in adult animals, or

that their regulation changes after

homeostasis is achieved.

All in all, the work reported by Gerhold

et. al. has generated intriguing insights

into the divisions of germline stem cells

and has also laid the groundwork for

future studies on how the proliferation of

these cells is regulated. In particular, one

can now imagine combining the

sophisticated assays developed in this

study with the powerful genetics that has

illuminated the network controlling stem

cell renewal and proliferation; it would

be interesting to investigate how the

mitotic divisions of GSCs are altered

under conditions where these cells

either under- or over-proliferate. For

example, it is well established that the

pro-proliferative signals sent from the

DTC are mediated through the Notch

pathway and that if signaling through

this pathway is upregulated there is a

tumor-like expansion of the germ line

(e.g., [13–15]). Assessing mitotic

progression in these mutants could

generate interesting insights into how

these germline tumors arise and whether

the SAC is active in these overproliferating

cells. Moreover, similar studies could be

done under various environmental and

physiological conditions that are known to

affect germline development (reviewed in

[16]). Therefore, the pioneering work by
R378 Current Biology 25, R362–R383, May 4
Gerhold et al. on the divisions of GSCs

has set the stage for future studies that

could greatly advance our understanding

of stem cell biology.
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Variation in the routes to social success has led to the designation of
‘cheats’ and ‘cooperators’, but new work shows that selection on
non-social traits can give the illusion of social cheating in the social
amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum.
Selfish cheats are bad news for

cooperating groups. Because cheats

don’t contribute to the collective actions

and public goods created by cooperators
but do reap the rewards, they can

undermine the benefits of cooperation.

Explaining how cooperation survives in

the face of cheating has puzzled
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